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GLOBAL DIALOGUE DAY OF FRIENDSHIP

GDF board members and guests gathered last weekend marking the inaugural “Global Dialogue Day of Friendship”.

Together at the new home of GDF Deputy Director-General, Pauline Crosbie and husband Stephen on 5 beautiful acres in Victoria’s Mt. Dandenong, the group shared family time with children building new and strengthening old friendships.

With laughter and creating new moments of happiness, the group was reminded of the importance of doing so on a regular basis in support and in friendship for their work together.

GDF has dedicated the second Sunday in the second month of each year as “Global Dialogue Day of Friendship”. A day when people from all nationalities, race, faiths and religions, various professions and all walks of life, share and celebrate precious moments of happiness, remembering what real friendship is all about: laughter, joy, talking, enjoyment in natural surrounds.... sharing and having time unconditionally, just for each other.

Let’s celebrate “Friendship” and company together forever!